PRESS RELEASE

THE INKERMAN GROUP INCREASES PRESENCE OF SECURITY TEAMS IN
EGYPT
05 July 2013 The Inkerman Group has announced that it has increased the number of
qualified and licensed Close Protection teams now working in and around Cairo, Egypt with
its clients.
Companies with business interests in Egypt are facing the challenge of responding to the
current situation in-country and many board rooms throughout the world continue to discuss
the issue of when it will be appropriate to evacuate personnel and their families.
The Inkerman Group has responded to clients’ increased requirements and needs by
sending additional active operational teams in-country, supported by its own 24/7/365
Operations Centre in the UK, which is delivering a whole range of risk management and
security services including Crisis Management, Executive Close Protection, Emergency
Evacuation, Premises and Asset Protection, Travel Safe and Tracking, as well as providing
information and intelligence.
The Inkerman Group’s corporate intelligence team is creating reports for clients, combining
intelligence from our in-country experts, with cutting edge analytical tools to map emerging
risks and build a forward-looking picture designed to give clients the actionable intelligence
on which to base their business continuity and operational planning.
“Egypt continues to be challenging and a very pressurised environment in-country," as
Gerald Moor CEO of The Inkerman Group, explains: “We have been monitoring the situation
for our clients for some time and have had our additional security teams on standby. Our
clients took the decision yesterday, based on our intelligence and recent activity, to move
supplementary teams into Egypt, which are now in-country providing security to company
assets and personnel."
To receive real-time security alerts based on our on the ground intelligence and 24/7
monitoring, or for security support in-country, please contact The Inkerman Group +44
(0)1233 646940 enquiries@inkerman.com
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Further information, editorial and interviews are available on request.
The Inkerman Group is a specialist business risk, intelligence management and investigation
company. It provides a wide range of services and works with clients to counter or mitigate
threats to their businesses and organisations.
INTELLIGENCE – PROTECTION - INVESTIGATIONS
Based in London, Ashford Kent, and Meerbusch Dusseldorf, Germany, and formed in 1996,
The Inkerman Group consists of professional and highly experienced staff with a wide range
of skills and expertise from military, government service, police and business backgrounds.
www.inkerman.com

